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Message from Your President
Dear Fellow Turner Members,
I wanted to let you know in the beginning of January we had a few of our staff members that
became ill and a decision was made to close the club for five days to keep our staff and our club
members safe and healthy. During this closure the club was thoroughly cleaned.
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As my first year as President has concluded, I would like to review the upgrades that were
completed at the club. The upgrades were a group effort by all the board members so be sure
to thank them when you see them at the Club. As a reminder, your dues help pay for the
infrastructure of the Aurora Turner Club.
The Point of Sale (POS) was purchased for the club as the old software was no longer supported
and was outdated. With the purchase, the online billing for membership dues was completed
and the QR code for dues and the QR for the menu was created. The dishwasher (1996) was
replaced in the kitchen and a new contract signed. The new dishwasher unit is more efficient
on water and electricity ($100.00 a month in savings) The Pizza Station refrigeration unit was
replaced after it quit working. The outdoor bathrooms by the bowling lanes were painted and
the floors epoxied. The Stove in the kitchen was replaced because only half of the top burners
were working. Another refrigerator was replaced in the kitchen after it also stopped working.
The basement walls and bathrooms have been painted as well, and the basement fixtures were
also upgraded. The Gym has been painted and the gym’s heat exchangers were replaced. The
Baseball ballfield bathroom floors were also epoxied. The Condenser for the air conditioning for
the club was replaced. All TV’s in the club were replaced with more efficient LG TV’s. Several
old TVs were plasmas. Bartenders are now be able to turn on all the TVs in the club with one
remote.
Future projects include updating the Door Card Key System, Sealcoating and Striping the parking
lots and replacing the Pickup Truck used to plow our parking lots.
At this time, we are still planning on proceeding with the Valentine Dinner Dance featuring the
Whiskey Romance Band. Watch your emails for further details.
The IL District Convention will be held at the Aurora Turner Club on February 6th. Those that
attend can be delegates at the National Convention in August in Louisville, Kentucky. You must
sign up by 1-19-22.
I would like to thank the members who have paid their dues over the past month and a half.
As a reminder, the dues deadline is February 28th.
Respectfully submitted,
Mark English
President

